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mkvtoolnix is a set of tools that can help extract,
merge, and modify mkv files. these tools are
known as mkvmerge, mkvextract, mkvinfo,

mkvpropedit, and more. with the use of these
tools, users can extract content from mkv files,

create matroska files, and inspect content
contained within. modifying matroska files with

mkvtoolnix is also quite simple. in the demo
version you cannot save images and luts. also, the
sending luts to photoshop is disabled. otherwise,
the demo is a fully functional program (including

pro tools). in addition to this, the demo has a
library of free luts and program presets. if you
need to see how it would work with your video,
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you can save a preset with your program settings
(menu file>save preset) and send it to us at

support3dlutcreator.ru. we will then forward your
lut in.cube format. mkvmerge is a frontend for

ffmpeg which offers a gui for all the same
functionality as ffmpeg from the command line.

the project main goal is to be a frontend for
ffmpeg which offers a gui for all the same

functionality as ffmpeg from the command line.
the project main goal is to be a friendly, user-

friendly application, although it does come with
many advanced features that you may or may not

need. i have been using it the last couple of
months and it works really well, but i guess you

have to try it for yourself. i have really been
pleased with mkvtoolnix and how everything

works from mkvmerge to mkvinfo to mkvextract
and mmg.
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mkvtoolnix es un conjunto de herramientas que te
ayudarn a crear, modificar e inspeccionar archivos

matroska. hace para matroska lo que ogmtools
hace para el formato ogm. con estas herramientas
puedes obtener informacin acerca de los archivos
matroska (mkvinfo), puedes extraer pistas y datos
desde los archivos matroska (mkvextract) y crear

archivos matroska (mkvmerge) desde otros
archivos multimedia. matroska es un nuevo

formato de archivo multimedia con el objetivo de
convertirse en el nuevo formato de contenedor

para el futuro. note: i tested mkvtoolnix on
windows 7 ultimate 32-bit using mkvmerge gui

and several other tools opened from the
command prompt such as mkvinfo. therefore, if
you're looking for more information on how to

compile mkvtoolnix yourself, check the readme
file (online). i wanted to test two things: the

mkvmerge gui (software interface) and see how
easy or hard is to use the command line for all the

other tools such as mkvinfo. in order to add
support for unicode filenames and filenames with
the trailing space, we had to modify the behavior

of mkvinfo in a way that can not be repaired. thus,
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mkvinfo output can no longer be relied upon to
give the information that a file exists. mkvinfo
now generates the same output as mkvmerge,

which mkvinfo does not. ## bugfixes *
mkvmerge: when using the -b option to overwrite
files, mkvmerge will be more forgiving about the

file that is used to overwrite existing ones. *
mkvmerge: mkvmerge will now optionally append

the '?', '+' and '-' characters to the filename,
before using it as input to mkvinfo, so that the

output of mkvinfo will be more accurate.
implements #2697. * mkvmerge: error handling:
if mkvmerge is unable to extract the file from the
input video, it will now output an error message to

stdout and continue without aborting the job. *
mkvmerge: in case of corrupt (invalid or missing)
files, mkvmerge will now output an error message
to stdout and continue without aborting the job. *
mkvmerge: make mkvinfo and mkvmerge output

the same file information, so that it will work
properly on systems with filenames containing

unicode characters. * mkvmerge: input file
metadata is now preserved when extracting from
the input file. * mkvmerge: when multiple files are

being processed and there is an error in the job
queue, the gui will ask the user if they want to
continue or abort the job. implements #2778. *
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mkvmerge: the gui will now use the proper value
for the -i option when multiplexing from an epub
or mobi file, and will no longer write "epub" or

"mobp" to the output file, but "epub" or "mobi".
implements #2769. * mkvmerge: the gui will now
handle the -ssep option properly when input files
are being muxed from an epub or mobi file, and

will no longer write "epub" or "mobp" to the
output file, but "epub" or "mobi". implements

#2768. * mkvmerge: added the -i option to the
gui in order to specify the file format used to

identify input files. implements #2709. *
mkvmerge: added the -b option to the gui in order

to specify the output filename. * mkvmerge:
added the -l option to the gui in order to specify

the output filename. implements #2764. *
mkvmerge: fixed a bug that prevented the gui

from displaying the progress of the job properly
when multiple files were processed. * mkvmerge:
fixed a bug where the job queue would be left in
an inconsistent state if the program was killed

from within it. 5ec8ef588b
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